Point Fixing

COBOLT - 0.5 kN SIDE MOUNT
| The adaptor allows a space of 5 mm in all directions
adjustable on the wall
| The incorrect positioning of the anchor can be
compensated
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| No punctual stress concentrations
on the glass pane
| 45 - 60 mm adjustable wall clearance
| 15 - 21.52 mm glass

COBOLT l POINT FIXINGS
0.5 kN Side Mount

THE GERMAN COBOLT - The natural forces of heavy metal.
The first three-dimensional, continuously adjustable glass anchor.
| The alignment of the already installed glass can be done from the
front. That saves so much time!!!
| Thanks to the unique elliptical rotational fixing, the anchor can be
adjusted both vertically and horizontally by up to 5 mm in both 		
directions on the wall.
| Horizontal adjustment +/-5mm. For a height of 1000 mm, this 		
results in an adjustment option of 50 mm.
| In addition, the wall clearance is variable. It can be adjusted 		
between 45-60 mm.
| With a diameter of 60 mm, the bombshell among point fixings is
ideally suited for medium-heavy applications.
| And the best is yet to come. Punctual stress concentrations are 		
avoided thanks to the articulated glass support. 			
That´s why you are now able to reduce the glass thickness by up
to 25% for the same loads compared to standard products.

Essential Features
| Modern design
| Available with Ø 60
| Available in stainless steel V4A
| Installation between two glass panes
| 15 - 21.52 mm glass
| 14 mm glass distance
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The incorrect positioning of the
anchor can be compensated
The adaptor allows a space
of 5 mm in all directions
Adjustable on the wall

45 - 60 mm
adjustable wall clearance

No punctual
stress concentrations
on the glass pane
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THE GERMAN COBOLT | 0.36 KN SIDE MOUNT
COBOLT, Point fixing Ø 60 mm, adjustable
| Finish outside: V4A
| Sales unit: 2 pieces

Model 2660

V4A

Depth

Art. no.

45 - 55 mm

10.2660.500.31

COBOLT Tool
|
|
|
|

Suitable for ONLEVEL COBOLT
Pin distance: 50 mm
Pin diameter: 4 mm
Sales unit: 1 piece

Model 0100

Zinc-plated steel
Art. no.
90.0100.107.00

±5
±5

45 - 60 mm
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